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Designing Effective Workflow Management Processes

M.C.A. van de Graaf
G.J. Houben
Eindhoven University of Technology

Determining how a workflow management system supports the control of your business processes is not a one-time issue. It is an on-going process of adapting your controlling actions to changed circumstances. As a manager you can share the responsibility for this dynamic management process with your workflow management system. This report considers a number of aspects that address this shared responsibility and suggests, based on the experience of the authors, how effective workflow management processes are designed. By doing so, this report establishes a context for further research into the area of the design of workflow applications.

1. Introduction

Every organisation, whether it is an industrial organisation like a factory or it is an office organisation like a bank, an insurance company or a government office, has operational (primary and secondary) processes that are essential for the organisation’s existence. For example in a bank one can expect to find a primary process that covers issuing loans, while an insurance company will probably have a primary process dedicated to handling claims made by their clients. One of the functions of an organisation’s management is to control these operational processes. First, the management is responsible for a proper design of the operational processes. After the design, it must see to it that the operational processes are executed in such a way that the organisation’s goals are achieved. The processes that support the management in this control function are called the control processes. In situations where the operational work processes involve the manipulation of information and thus the use of information systems, the control processes can be partially automated. This implies that a part of the support of the control function is realised by an information system. The approach called workflow management (WFM) aims at supporting management in the control function. It does so by using an information system to control the
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operational processes. In particular, a workflow management system (WFMS) is an information system that helps in practically controlling operational processes which are executed using information systems. While both industrial and office organisations need to control their operational processes, we focus in this paper on office organisations. Offices have operational processes for which the WFM approach is best suited, since the primary function of an office is to create and manipulate information. One therefore sees a focus of WFMSs to support office organisations.

As an organisation is a dynamic entity living in a rapidly changing environment, the control of its operational processes is highly dynamic itself. It is commonly understood that it is necessary for the management of an organisation to continuously adapt the operational processes to events happening in the processes' environment. However, the changing environment does not only have its effect on the operational processes, but also on the way in which the management executes the control of those processes: it has an effect on the control processes. Therefore, the control function and the control processes implementing this function, must be highly flexible too. Figure 1 shows the relation between the controlling and controlled processes embedded in the environment, based on [Mantz et al., 1990].

In order to efficiently implement this flexibility, we suggest that the controlling (management) processes should be considered as part of the entire process, in the same way as the controlled (operational) processes are considered. The flexibility of the entire process, consisting of controlled and controlling processes, acts as a measure for the flexibility of doing business: a business process should not be measured only by the quality of the operational processes. The controlling (control) processes build important tools for the management to run its business: the flexibility of the controlling processes reflect the competitive decisiveness of the business organisation.
When we consider current WFMSs, we can see that they do support the (controlled) operational processes. They are however designed for stable and structured processes, and they have proven to be suitable solutions for operational processes that are highly structured, in which large numbers of cases are handled and that remain unchanged during a long period of time. The success stories of WFM often relate to back-office processes for which the optimal process layout has been established. The consequence is that "traditionally" WFMSs are mainly used for production processes that can effectively and efficiently be specified in detail and in which the control function is stable enough to be executed by a machine. As state of the art WFMSs help management by providing the ingredients to implement the control processes, we exploit possibilities to enhance this function with delegated managerial tasks to automatically adjust to new situations. This means that we want the necessary flexibility to be an integral part of the control function.

Another aspect in which current WFMSs do not acknowledge the real needs of supporting office work processes, is the use of implicit information shared among office workers. For office workers the use of distributed implicit information is essential: it makes that the theoretically sound concept of exchanging work and documents can operate in practice. In typical front-office environments the operational work processes can be less structured and well-defined, and additional knowledge and information is needed by the workers to effectively perform their tasks. We coin this additional knowledge and information "implicit information": we mean by this that the information is implicitly and informally used in the process and therefore often not explicitly and formally specified.

Traditionally, a WFMS is a system that just exchanges explicit information between participants in the operational process. An ideal WFMS should be able to do more, i.e. it should be able to provide for more than a pure information logistics function. Thus the WFMS should be able to act as the connecting "glue" between the tasks of the operational process which are executed by the office workers. In this respect we suggest that WFMSs should have more of the capabilities of the tools meant to support workgroups. For example, modern groupware applications better support the use by office workers of the information that is implicitly part of the office work. A typical groupware application builds an information repository. Office workers know that all relevant information is available in that repository. Thus the repository can effectively serve the organisation’s ‘background memory’.

The two aspects of flexibility and implicit information are strongly related. Changes in the operational work processes imply by definition changes in the implicit information. Implicit information plays a significant role in controlling processes, as implicit information reflects the knowledge, experience and other qualities of the workers. In order to obtain and maintain efficient operational and control processes, one must not limit the attention to the information explicitly specified to be part of the actual work. Often in a WFMS the implicit information is left out of the scope and a high degree of structure and stability of the processes is assumed. Consequently, current WFMSs are not ideally suited to help an organisation in adapting to its dynamic environment. In contrast, modern groupware applications are easier adapted to new situations because
they do not inhibit a high degree of structure, like a typical WFMS does. They therefore better address the flexibility and the need to extend the information involved in the organisation's process (both structured and unstructured). In this report we want to clarify the importance of these two aspects of the design of workflow management processes.

The consequence of the approach that we propose in this report is that if WFMSs are to be the tools of management for the future, they must be enhanced to derive the control over the operational processes as a function of its environment. This report gives an overview of the interaction between controlling (management) processes and controlled (operational) processes. We show the relationship between these processes: at a first level we can distinguish the elements that make up an operational process, at a second level these elements are composed into processes (currently controlled by WFMSs) and at a third level one can consider the meta-process of changing processes by adjusting them to match altered environments. By discussing the control parameters available in many of the state-of-the-art WFMSs we clarify their insufficiencies in effectively controlling the business; most WFMSs only support the first two levels of operational work processes.

Based on experience we suggest in this report some general rules and guidelines for the design of an effective support system for the control processes. This part of the management function can be implemented in a WFM approach, as shown in Figure 2. We illustrate the implementation by placing the rules in a formal framework based on Petri Nets, thus realising the third level of work processes. This formalisation provides a way of better mastering the control function, while the framework builds a preliminary basis for more adaptive WFMSs.
Section 2 discusses the dynamics involved in the control function. The current approach to implementing control is the subject of Section 3, while its insufficiencies are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we give our approach and we discuss the consequences for next generation WFMSs. This report ends with a hint for further research in Section 7: it states a number of research issues in connection to the design of workflow processes and thus acts as a position paper on this topic. Section 7 contains a short conclusion.

2. Control dynamics

A modern organisation exists in a world of change. The organisation’s environment changes and as a consequence the organisation itself is forced to adapt to changed circumstances.

The drivers for changes in an organisation emerge from both outside and inside the organisation.

Typical change drivers from the outside are a change in market demand, a change in government policy and competitor actions. Changes in channel interfaces are other examples of external change drivers:

- Suppliers can demand for example to use Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) as a new way to do business.
- Consumers also can demand for other way of interaction, like the concept of the Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) shows.
- While the possibility of Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT) via the Internet is technological feasible and some companies are not longer just testing this practice but actually providing real services, a whole new (world wide) market appears. With this diversion of interfaces that change from manual to electronic, the office organisation has to be able to process this electronic information and be able to respond to altered interfaces.

Examples of internal change drivers are new performance metrics, changes in client management and the need to continuously fine-tune processes.

- For example, if one shifts from a functional-oriented organisation structure to a matrix based organisation, many new guidelines of doing business must be installed.
- Another example is the introduction of shared product databases to make information accessible to everyone that requires this information.
- Time is the new competitive advantage, and there exists a growing need to design business process that will meet the new time demands.
- As is shown in [Davidson, 1993], the introduction of new tools and methods results in a dominance in the business chain, i.e. enables new services to suppliers and customers.

The interaction between external and internal change drivers is recognised but not exploited any further in this report.
The actions taken by management lead to changes in the organisation. Management actions can be categorised into operational, tactical and strategical management functions [Hunger & Wheelen, 1993].

- Strategical management actions can result in totally new or dramatically changed processes. These actions happen infrequently.
- In the middle are the tactical management actions that have an impact on existing processes but are not as dramatic and infrequent as strategical actions.
- Operational management actions are narrow in scope (aimed at optimising tasks) and happen frequently to secure an efficient operation.

To incorporate the knowledge of operational and partially tactical managerial actions in WFMSs we suggest to make this implicit knowledge about controlling processes explicit by identifying a set of rules (see Figure 2). These rules are embedded into WFMSs to incorporate the controlling process in the primary process. Below some examples of these rules are listed.

**Examples**

Typical examples of such managerial actions or causal effects of measurement and reaction are listed below. Notice that they fall in the category of operational and (partially) tactical management, as the scope is the existing process.

1) The frequency of checks on product integrity, i.e. quality control, is dynamic. In general the frequency is high (up to 100%) on the release of a product and is then gradually lowered to a certain minimum.

2) The structure of the process depends on the actual work in progress. For example, sometimes a parallel execution of tasks outperforms sequentially executed tasks. Related is resource management, which also depends on the actual work in progress. For example, during low workloads new employees get assigned difficult tasks in order to provide for learning experience. As the workload increases, this manner of work assignment is bypassed to ensure an efficient handling of operations.

3) Experienced employees need less information to support their tasks than a new employee does. Thus, the way in which tasks are performed is related to the experience of the workers.

4) The structure of a process can depend on certain conditions: for example, there can exist a specific customer profile that requires extra attention during a related marketing campaign.

5) If the process consist of many different procedures, the employees are forced to review their work and look for the best suitable procedure to handle the work. This is the case when many exceptions to the standard process are expected.

Besides these managerial actions, implicit information shared by employees is an important aspect in the relationship between controlling and controlled processes. This falls into the category of “mutual adjustment”, identified in [Mintzberg, 1989]. The explicit management of processes, handled by WFMSs, consider information that is
explicitly part of the given process to be handled. However, the information implicitly available in the office, for example experience built with similar cases or guidelines verbally issued by senior staff, are equally important in day to day’s operations. Some of the explicitly defined rules are based upon the assumption of implicit knowledge, like the difference between new and experienced employees. Below some examples of implicit knowledge are stated.

Examples

1) Knowledge and experience: not all employees can or may use the same information. While in industrial settings employees can be perfectly considered as elements of a class, office environments are less strict and often demand a more elaborate approach to qualifications of employees.

2) Responsibilities: besides actually performing tasks, such as handling a document, employees in an office need to distribute responsibilities in order to guarantee a proper management of the office work. While the distribution of responsibilities is an important management tool, most WFM approaches do not consider this distribution an explicit part of the process. This results in a reduction in the ability to efficiently adjust the control process in reaction to changes in the environment.

3) Communication: Office workers do not just pass on documents to each other, but they also use common implicit knowledge, informal or explicit communication, informal directives and lots of other implicit or informal information that exists primarily in the minds of the employees. An example of such knowledge is a specific customer history profile shared by some office workers.

We will address possible extensions of current WFMSs to incorporate the functions of control identified above. Therefore we list the current functionalities of WFMSs in the next section in order to situate our extensions.

3. Control in WFMSs

Current WFMS implementations reflect a particular realisation of an operational process: the implementation is based on one (stable) layout of the process. The control function, the control process, is materialised by the setting of a number of control parameters: once the layout of the operational process is known the control parameters are set.

According to the theory of the dynamics of information systems [Ramackers and Verrijnt-Stuart, 1991], the dynamics regarding WFMSs can be defined as zeroth, first and second order. We start by presenting the zeroth-order dynamics: these are the atomic elements of a WFMS that can be described in isolation. After that we describe the first-order dynamics, where the atomic elements are grouped in a specific setting to build a process. The changes that occur in the process are called second-order dynamics. The different levels of dynamics are listed in Figure 3.
3.1. Zeroth-order WFMS dynamics

The elements that makeup a WFMS are postulated here, together with a formal approach. This approach builds on the theory of Petri Nets, which has good properties to serve as modelling and analysis technique for business processes [Aalst, Hee and Houben, 1994]. We use this technique because it is easily comprehensible and the model has good graphical abilities to capture business processes.

Most of today's WFMSs offer the possibility to specify elements as the ones listed below. These are also identified by the Workflow Management Coalition [WFMC, 1994].

**Task**

Every process is constructed from a set of task. A task has a fixed input, a predetermined transformation function and delivers an output. Every task is assigned to a particular set of resources who are responsible to create the output. According to the theory of Petri Nets, a task is a transition, graphically depicted with a square.

**State**

Work that is in between tasks has a certain state assigned to it. These states are the traditional "trays" that hold (partially finished) work. The advantage of a state based description of workflow, is that tasks can be defined on states. As will be shown in our examples, the usage of states is crucial to enhance WFMSs with elaborated control mechanisms. In the theory of Petri Nets, a state is graphically depicted by a circle.

![Diagram](image)
Case
A case is the work that flows from task to task via the states. Tasks can start as soon as they have the proper case assigned to them. Cases represent the explicitly defined information, available on forms or in databases. They are graphically depicted by a “token” in Petri Net theory. Every case (token) is always in a certain state (circle) and those tasks (squares) that have all the proper cases assigned to their input can start task. When a case is transformed it is moved from the input to an output state, thus materialising the flow.

Resource
A resource can be anything that is needed to transform a case task. In office organisations they are mostly humans with specific skills. In today’s WFMSs they can be assigned to groups and roles. For example, a person can be a secretary for one task and a manager in the other. Other resources are applications or physical entities, like forms.

Priority and Time
Cases can get a different priority assigned to them. The WFMS can sort cases for humans according to these priorities. Unfortunately, most priorities do not match the meaning of “priority” that is required. For example, some WFMSs assign a figure to a case ranging from 0..10. This is however unrelated to the organisational usage of priorities (what does the number mean, how is it assigned and can it be altered?). Time aspects are new in today’s process controls. WFMSs have some excellent features to define time-based actions on particular states.

We present a small example of these basic elements, to illustrate the usage of them in a WFMS.

Example
Suppose we model a small process that has three tasks: ‘start’, ‘work’ and ‘end’. When the start task completes its work, it is placed in state ‘ready’. When this state is reached the task ‘work’ can start, which will bring the process in state ‘finished’. This enables the last task ‘end’ to start its execution. The case is a simple form with only one amount on it. The cases are sorted in such a manner that the highest is always on top and ready to be executed by the task. Further it is stated that a person named ‘Claude’ executes both the start and the work tasks, while ‘Smith’ only takes care of the ‘end’ task. A zeroth-order description is given in Figure 4.
The identification of the tasks, states, cases, priority rules and resources are all part of a management function, i.e. to provide the necessary elements to construct an effectively performing process. The next management task is to combine them to create a value-added process. This means that the tasks are sequenced logically and that it results in an output that has meaning and value to customers.

3.2. First-order WFMS dynamics

When the elements of the zeroth-order dynamics are grouped together to support a process, the process gets (formally) defined. The relationships between tasks define the sequence in which the cases flow through the process. A similar skill is required in the design-phase of a WFMS. Typically, there is no single method to combine the zeroth-order dynamics of WFMSs into a first-order definition. The usage of Petri Nets helps to structure this design-phase. In this case, every process is designed according to the formal flow-relations of Petri Nets. Some commercial WFMS also opted for a formal approach, like COSA (Software-Ley) or Flowpath (Bull).

A special issue in the first-order dynamics of WFMSs is that explicitly defined logistical rules are defined. These rules enable parallel or alternative tasks to happen. Parallel work is facilitated by a so-called 'and-split' and is combined by an 'and-join'. When an task has a choice of outputs, i.e. it selects a next task, it is defined by an 'or-split'. The alternative paths can be combined with an 'or-join'. In our examples we will use these terms and we refer to the work of the Workflow Management Coalition [WFMC, 1994] for more details.

Example
When the example situated in the previous section is carefully read, the first-order dynamics can be found. It states which tasks and states are combined to
form the process. Figure 5 shows the first-order description of the example process.

![Figure 5: First-order description of the example.](image)

This example only shows sequential tasks, no parallel or alternative tasks are taken here.

4. Insufficiencies in today's WFMSs

While WFMSs have proven to be excellent tools in describing zeroth-order dynamics of processes and in building working solutions by combining them into full first-order dynamics, they lack every support for management to adjust this first-order dynamic description of the process when needed. Thus, they lack the support of second-order dynamics that change the zeroth- and/or first-order dynamics of a processes.

When a WFMS is used in practise, this is the common way control is implemented:
1) Measuring the executions of the processes on defined indicators in the WFMS.
2) These results are interpreted by management and compared to the norms.
3) Feedback or steering actions are given by management, through the adjustment of zeroth or first-order changes in the WFMS.

This control function, in detail analysed in [Grant and Higgins, 1996], leads to the phenomenon that all the process descriptions are stored in massive databases that can be used by management to analyse the operations. The result of such an analysis is that the management takes actions that are reflected in the control parameters of the WFMS. A major disadvantage of this approach is that the amount of process data is so large that it is difficult to efficiently analyse that data, and thus to efficiently improve the process.

At this stage we see a number of things happen in practice. For example:
1) Every adjustment of the process leads to a new version of the WFMS operating for new cases: in the extreme situation every single case gets its own controlled process.

2) Instead of controlling a process with the help of a WFMS, the management cannot cope with the massive amounts of data that it cannot comprehend. Therefore, it cannot make an effective use of the WFMS and possibly excludes its help in the future.

The first scenario, new adjustments mean new versions, is not a desired end:

- A WFMS has every case wander through the process according to some pre-set route, thus passing along the tasks performed by the employees. In order to do this in an efficient and effective manner the WFMS must be able to steer the cases along the right route. This in its turn requires that the routes and their selection criteria remain fairly stable. When the routes change frequently the WFMS does not have the time to settle in a stable state where the operations can be managed efficiently: a certain learning time is needed. It is clear that new routes imply a loss of efficiency.

- Giving every case its own process means that every time one has to go to the phases of designing and implementing a new process. This is not only a costly affair, but also an affair that is not free of possible errors.

- New versions of a WFMS imply that several versions at a time are participating in the control of the operational processes. This makes it more difficult to control the entire process, as the different versions can cause problems in co-ordination and synchronisation. Moreover, it then becomes an issue to consider the effect that versions have on each other: it can be expected that different control actions can interfere in an unforeseen manner.

Another undesired scenario is the second one, where management is not capable of interpreting the control data.

- If all aspects of the process’s execution are stored into databases for control purposes, the result is a very detailed perspective of the operations. Too many data to monitor quickly leads to an “analysis paralysis” situation: management is so pre-occupied with monitoring that the real function, that of proper control, is forgotten.

- Using a WFMS as a mere measuring-apparatus implies that management is responsible for the execution of all control functions that have their effect in the WFMS. However, WFMSs can play a role in the execution of explicitly defined managerial actions, thus incorporating feedback.

There is an alternative approach, which acknowledges the fact that part of the control function can be automated. This means that managerial tasks are truly delegated to a WFMS where possible. The amount of data to analyse is then minimised and controlling the process and its adaptation becomes a mature WFMS function. In the next section we argue that this alternative option is the way to go. We give rules and guidelines for implementation strategies for that option.
5. Implementing second-order dynamics in WFMSs

In Section 2 we listed some managerial actions that should be incorporated into WFMSs, together with informal information shared among office employees. Both execute a form of control in the execution of the process. Here we show how the zeroth- and first-order elements postulated in Section 3 provide for a second-order dynamic change of the process in the supporting WFMSs.

5.1. Augmenting the scope with managerial rules

The scope of control is stretched by explicitly incorporating managerial rules like the ones listed in Section 2. These are only some illustrative examples from our experience and the opportunity for manufacturers and office organisations lies in the full exploitation managerial rules into WFMSs.

Examples

The frequency of checks on product integrity, i.e. quality control, is dynamic. In general the frequency is high (up to 100%) on the release of a product and is then gradually lowered to a certain minimum.

A "check" is a task that is executed by a special resource on some specific case. Instead of assigning every case to this task this assignment is enhanced. The two functions added are a) statistics and b) a time-interval. This means that the process is designed with the check as a regular task, but it is recognised that it will be skipped for a number of cases in the future. This is exemplified in Figure 6. It shows an 'or-split' that assigns work to either 'check' or 'normal' based on a statistical function, denoted \( p \) and \( (1.0-p) \) at time \( t_i \). When the situation has changed, e.g. quality has improved due to expected learning of the organisation, the statistical function of \( t_2 \) is activated. Notice that instead of assigning fixed time-intervals one can also use a percentage of errors detected to derive the statistical split. When \( p=1.0 \) all cases are assigned to the check task, and for example, when \( q=0.1 \) only one out of ten is checked.
The structure of the process depends on the actual workload. For example, sometimes a parallel execution of tasks outperforms sequentially executed tasks. Related is resource management, which also depends on the actual workload. For example, during low workloads new employees get assigned difficult tasks in order to provide learning. As the workload increases, this manner of work assignment is bypassed to ensure an efficient handling of operations.

The structure of the tasks in a process depends on the workload of the process. This dimension is covered by assigning thresholds in the workload and assigning different scenario’s when thresholds are passed. A threshold can be found with the help of simulation. The example in Figure 7 defines two alternative execution paths, based on a single threshold.

This example shows three possible execution paths. The choice of case assignment is based on the current workload \( N \) on the normal task and its resources (not shown in the figure). As a remark we state that normally these tasks each are composed of a number of tasks, i.e. these models are...
hierarchical. The different work assignments can therefore enable other ways to conduct business. In the example, cases are send to 'new employees' when the workload is low and to an 'other department' when the cases reached a maximum of (in this case) hundred.

Experienced employees need less information to support their tasks than a new employee does. Thus, the way in which tasks are performed is related to the experience of the workers.
An advantage of WFMSs is that it provides all the necessary information to help new employees do their case. Once they are assigned to a new task they have access to information which tells them how to execute this task. When they master the task they can exclude the help of the WFMS and execute tasks on their own.

The structure of a process can depend on certain conditions: for example, there can exist a specific customer profile that requires extra attention during a related marketing campaign.
Sometimes the operational process holds information that is required for additional purposes, like administration or marketing. Therefore, a mechanism must be installed to "tap into" the operational process like an eavesdropper. The operational process is not to be disturbed by it. A way to handle this is to assign special states that allow easy access by other processes. Those familiar with programming languages translate this to global versus local objects: the global states can be accessed by many.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8: Condition based procedures.

In the example stated in Figure 8 each case that is in state $N$ is "screened". Based on some conditions it can be necessary to start other (unrelated) procedures. The arrows are dotted because the case is not transferred to the procedures but a new instance is made for new procedures. This way many small procedures can be constructed that start when needed.
If the process consist of many different procedures, the employees are forced to review their work and look for best suitable procedures to handle the work. This is the case when many exceptions to the standard process are expected. The usage of WFMSs is limited to structured processes. However, many situations could benefit from a WFMS, but have a more unstructured base; they are composed of small structured processes that do not have an a priori defined connection. To be able to manage this situation whilst using the advantages of WFMSs, the employees must be equipped with a range of optional processes. These optional processes can be started by an employee after the task has been completed and new (partially predictable) actions have to be taken. This approach can be taken instead of merging all possibilities into one massive and uncontrollable process definition. The result is a set of small procedures that can be grouped together for specific means, like the previous example showed.

The situation dependent rules implied by the above mentioned examples, translate into the following general rule:

Augment the scope of the control function to include second-order dynamics. By a carefully designed process architecture that implements significant aspects of second-order dynamics, an efficient division in responsibilities is possible between management and support system. The management actions that can be automated are embedded in the system, while it is efficiently possible to leave the remainder of the management function a responsibility for the management.

By implementing managerial rules within the WFMS, the amount of information for management to monitor becomes minimal. The controlling of the process and adjustment of its layout becomes a mature management function. The operational aspects are separated from the tactical ones: the automated WFMS covers the operational aspects, while the human attention can be focused on the higher level management aspects.

5.2. Augmenting the scope of control with implicit information

We have argued earlier that it is a good approach to augment the scope of the entire process controlled by the WFMS such that a large part of the control process is managed by the automated system. A related aspect concerns implicit or informal information. By this we mean the information that is usually not part of the logistical perspective of the process, but that is implicitly used in connection with the execution of office work. We give examples of that information that can be exploited for automated support by a WFMS.

Knowledge and experience
Not all employees can or may use the same information. While in industrial settings employees can be perfectly considered as elements of a class, office environments are less strict and often demand a more elaborate approach to qualifications of employees. To perform a given task an office worker uses first of all information that is specifically related to the case on-hand. A typical property of office work is that besides the specific information, general information is used.

**Example**

_Examples of general information used in the execution of office work are general guidelines and directives that specify how the organisation wants to work independently of specific cases. Such general recipes are often not considered in the implementation of a WFMS. For the design of a flexible controlling process these recipes are however found to be important. A possible implementation of a process is the combination of different technologies. Combining for example the internet with a classical WFMS could offer a parallel track of formal and implicit knowledge._

**Example**

_Another example of general information is background knowledge and experience that relate to the general way of working: as office tasks often involve mental tasks (e.g. decision making) the actual performance is strongly related to the person actually doing it and the background he or she is using: a novice can often only use the specific information on hand, while a background of knowledge and experience can help to obtain a better performance (both in quality and time). For example, build a history of the tasks executed by an employee. If similar cases appear, an experienced employee can automatically be selected by a WFMS. Elaborate rules can define when one is ‘experienced’. _

Based on our experiences we argue that knowledge and experience result in information that should be considered in the design of the process. It does not mean that the information should be implemented in full detail. However, those aspects that directly relate to the performance and the flexibility should be taken into account when designing the automated and non-automated parts of the controlling processes.

**Example**

_To effectively manage an operational process, one wants to have information on the availability of knowledge. A large part of managing the process is about allocating the right people (and knowledge) to the cases on-hand. For this reason, management needs to have an actual and correct perspective of the knowledge available._

**Responsibilities**

_Besides actually performing tasks, such as handling a document, employees in an office need to distribute responsibilities in order to guarantee a proper management of the_
office work. While the distribution of responsibilities is an important management function, most WFMS design methods do not consider this distribution an explicit part of the process. On example that does is [Medina-Mora et al., 1992]. Usually all the information flows is considered in one (logistical) perspective: the documents flowing through the organisation's tasks, the resources are flowing to and from the tasks and the (managerial) responsibilities are flowing between the resources to help control the process. While these flows are important, from the point of view of the control function these flows should be considered differently. If we look at responsibilities we can see that they involve being informed, approving, initiating and other tasks that are not directly related to the flow of documents. These (responsibility) tasks which consume a lot of time and energy within an office, can and should play an important role in the controlling process.

Example
An important feature that would want to see in an environment of knowledge workers, is the ability to verify the commitments that are made (e.g. with clients) about the work in progress. If an office worker is not available or some kind of communication breaks down, one wants to be able to check what goal the work was trying to achieve: one can imagine that it is important to know which commitments are given by the organisation to their clients. That additional information can then be used (by the management) to take appropriate actions (e.g. notify the client of a delay or substitute the worker).

The usual approach of considering these responsibility tasks in the same way as all other tasks decreases the ability to quickly adjust the control process without tampering with the document flows. We feel that the ability to efficiently adjust the control process in reaction to changes in the environment, should imply a carefully designed implementation of responsibilities.

Communication
Office workers do not just pass on documents to each other, but they also use common implicit knowledge, informal communication, informal directives and lots of other implicit or informal information that exists primarily in the minds of the employees; this information can be considered as the "mind" of the office. Generally, an office needs such a mind to be able to function properly. This information implies a pattern of communication that is facilitating, but not part of the flow of work. Just as the responsibilities, this facilitating communication has a significant impact on the workflow and should hence be treated accordingly in the design and the implementation of the WFMS.

Example
The use of informal communication makes an organisation really operate. While in an ideal situation the process lay-out defines all aspects of the process, in practice a number of assumptions are made (about the way the organisation operates and the role of the informal communication). It is not
always feasible to try to implement the informal communication. However, without the informal communication the organisation would not operate as efficiently. The most illustrative example is the communication that takes place at the coffee-machine: there the office workers meet and informally exchange information (which formally would not have been exchanged).

The design should acknowledge the role this communication plays and the consequences for the ability to change. Currently, we can see cases where a groupware approach is more suited than a strict WFMS approach, since groupware sometimes better acknowledges the different aspects of communication in an office. The lesson to be learned here is to carefully decide on the right need to model communication and on the right way of implementing.

These aspects result in the following general rule:

**Managing the workforce is more than making sure that the right number of people is available in the office: office workers in most cases are led by implicit or informal information that is available within an office. It is vital for an efficient office that this implicit information, and specially changes in it, are an integral part of the process which is managed by the WFMS.**

### 6. Further research

The previous sections contain a number of guidelines for the design of workflow processes. These guidelines specially aim at the implementation of information systems (WFMS) that effectively support the management in its control function. From the point of view of research this leads to a number of questions.

- **How do WFMS tools corporate second-order dynamics?**
  We have argued that second-order dynamics need to be considered, but at the same time we have seen that the existing WFMS tools do not support this function. Facilities to manage second-order dynamics should make it possible to effectively specify the second-order dynamics (in order to obtain an effective control process). There is however another aspect: the facilities should also make it possible to deal with the practical consequences of changing operational processes: the communication between the information systems involved, can change on-the-fly.

- **How can WFMS tools deal with implicit information?**
  Current WFMSs concentrate on the logistical perspective: perhaps after doing Business Process Redesign, the lay-out of the process considers the formal and explicit knowledge. Modern groupware technology enables knowledge workers to use a common platform for the exchange of information (on demand). Practice shows that these approaches do not really satisfy the combined need of considering both formal and informal information. It is feasible to expect an integrated approach to better satisfy that need.

- **What is the proper method for designing control processes?**
We have demonstrated the need to adequately consider the relationship between control process and controlled process. In order to design a real-sized workflow application, the different aspects should be considered. This process of considering all relevant aspects should find a right balance between the needs of the business process and the possibilities that (available) technologies offer.

- **What is the influence of different types of WFMSs to the design method?**
  The technologies to implement workflow applications differ significantly. In practice one can observe that different technologies suit different types of processes with e.g. back-office, front-office and knowledge workers. In order to make the proper choices in the design process, characteristic properties of the different technologies and of the different application types need to be identified. This should lead to a mapping of technologies to business application types.

- **How should a control process (and its behaviour) represent the continuous nature of a management process?**
  We have argued that second-order dynamics need to be incorporated into the design of the control process. The continuous nature of managing an operational process has specific characteristics that seem to be hard to describe using standard process modelling tools. For a valid description of the second-order dynamics new approaches seem to be necessary. This need should be met by next-generation WFM tools.

- **How do the discrete and the continuous design functions of a WFMS relate?**
  Every design of new business processes follows certain stages. In this report we focused on the design of the continuous functions of a WFMS, i.e. incorporate control and implicit information. However, when we listed these functions we identified “a process” beforehand. How is this process constructed? What characteristics does this basic process have in terms of continuous functions?

- **How can tools support the design of workflow (control) processes?**
  Some of the questions stated here imply that designers are not yet able to easily design a workflow (controlled) process. Current WFM tools focus on the operational part of the control process; they make sure that the work is properly routed within the organisation. There is also a need for tools that support the designers in their process of designing effective workflow applications. We think of on-the-fly correction of design errors, using a repository of functions (that play a role in operational or control process), etc.

### 7. Conclusion

In this report we have argued that today’s workflow management systems (WFMSs) should be enhanced with control functions that are to date part of the managerial domain. From this domain we have extracted explicit managerial rules and informal information as essential control mechanisms for operational processes. We have stated a number of research questions that give a context for further research in this direction.

Elaborated control implemented in a WFMS takes a burden of management, that is overloaded with data about the way the processes are functioning. This way the
WFMS functions not only as a measuring-apparatus but uses the explicitly defined rules to provide feedback to itself. From this feedback it produces altered process definitions or altered definitions of the elements that makeup the process, like resource management or the use of time-based tasks.

The described new situation implies a shift in focus for manufacturers of WFMSs. Not only do they have to realise a complete description of processes, they have to place themselves in the place of management and ask themselves which information they would need to manage the process and how they would react on this information. If these rules are made explicit into WFMS design, it introduces an intelligent version of today’s straightforward implementations. In this way a first step is made to truly delegate parts of management control to the WFMS.

The result is an intelligent process description that adapts itself to carefully defined changes in the environment. Once installed it runs accordingly, which leaves management with the task to monitor the effectiveness of the organisation at large in stead of continuously adjusting processes in the small. This leads to a more strategic management of processes, with a more effective control of second order dynamics.
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